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OPINION

So placebo groups are entirely unnecessary
to prove significant anti-cancer activity, as the
yet-unnamed Bayer (BAY 43-9006) and Pfizer
(SU 11248) compounds have already done. Yet
the FDA is mandating an unethical placebo trial
for the Bayer drug. (The Pfizer drug is at least
being tested against another form of care, albeit
one that’s already all but certain not to work as
well.) A deadly follow-on effect of the placebo fetish is that it gives companies a disincentive to
run compassionate use programs for unapproved drugs. That’s because companies won’t
be able to satisfy FDA demands to enroll patients in placebo trials if patients know they can
get the drug for sure (instead of running the risk
of getting a sugar pill) through compassionate
use. Hence Mrs. Karnes’s deadly predicament.
“If the only alternative is death, then for
God’s sake let ’em have the drug,” says Mrs.
Karnes’s father, John Rowe, who himself survived leukemia only by getting himself into a

patients. So let’s have legislation mandating
that the FDA grant access to these drugs as
soon as they show anti-cancer activity.
Instead of restricted-access placebo trials,
drug researchers could be using large, open access trials in which everyone who wants the
new drug can get it. They could then take advantage of advanced statistical methods to figure out whether the drug is working. Wall
Street traders use these kinds of math tools all
the time, and so do economists. So-called Bayesian statistics are already used in medical device regulation, where even the FDA recognizes that randomizing people into sham surgeries is simply beyond the pale.
Well, what about cancer and other terminal
patients? They are now dying needlessly in placebo-controlled trials. And would-be patients
like Kianna Karnes are dying outside of them
because they make “compassionate use” all
but impossible. Won’t Congress do something?

It is rare that a chairman of a regulatory commission defies the wishes of a powerful subcommittee chairman in Congress, and rarer still when
he presses forward with a regulation opposed by
his party, the administration who appointed him,
and substantial portions of the regulated industry.
But that’s what appears to be happening at the
Securities and Exchange Commission.
The issue is the so-called trade-through
rule, which requires that an investor trade at
the best price in the market before trading at
inferior prices. SEC Chairman William Donaldson is pressing ahead with a plan to apply the
rule—which now only applies to stocks listed on
the New York Stock Exchange and other registered exchanges—to Nasdaq. His plan is opposed by Nasdaq itself, as well as the automated markets (known as ECNs) that trade
Nasdaq securities, and many institutional and
other investors who have found Nasdaq to be a
flexible and competitive market because of the
absence of a trade-through rule. Despite a request from Richard Baker, chair of the House
Subcommittee on Capital Markets, who has
called the rule “the worst public policy I have
seen proposed for the markets in my years in
Congress,” Chairman Donaldson has scheduled
a vote on the rule for April 6. And if he is
successful in getting the rule adopted, it will
only be with the support of the two Democratic
commissioners. The Republicans appointed by
President Bush will vote no.
In an effort to spiff-up his plan, Chairman
Donaldson has rechristened the rule the “Best
Price Rule,” but this is misleading. The best
price in the market at any moment may not be
best price for a particular investor. For example, under the rule a buyer who wants to pay
$20.05 for 10,000 shares of XYZ Corp cannot
trade at that price in one market when another
is offering 100 shares at $20.00. This sounds
reasonable, if price is the sole determinant.
But what if the market offering 10,000 shares at
$20.05 can execute the trade in milliseconds,
while the other takes minutes to buy 100 shares

And, what do you know, markets have reacted by bidding up the dollar, dumping gold
(which fell by more than $6 an ounce yesterday
to $425.20) and sending oil futures down more
than $2 a barrel. The Dow Jones-AGI Commodity Index fell 2.2% yesterday.
These are all welcome signs of the Fed beginning to cut into what have been rising inflationary expectations. Intriguingly, those price
indicators moved in a healthy direction despite

The Fed’s apparent new inflation-fighting
resolve is of course not universally popular. Various Wall Street sages and their media echoes
are moaning that the Fed is spoiling the party
too soon, rather like the barstool drunk who
says how dare the bartender deny him another
drink since he’s having such a good time. Like
the drunk, the growing U.S. economy will be
better off the earlier the sauce of too-easy
money is taken away.

Jobs and Immigrants

M

The news here isn’t that the numbers are
growing. So long as the U.S. economy is creating opportunities for that supply of poor, lowskilled workers south of the border—more than
half of the growth is attributable to Mexico—
the influx will continue apace.
What the study helps illustrate is how well
we’ve absorbed these newcomers, contrary to
restrictionists’ claims that immigrants “steal”
jobs and are otherwise bad for the nation’s economic health. The U.S. has maintained a relatively low unemployment rate since the last recession, even as immigration has grown. The
Pew report, authored by demographer Jeffrey
Passel, estimates that the illegal population
grew on average by 485,000 persons per year between 2000 and 2004. Yet today’s jobless rate
stands at 5.4%, a percentage point above the
norm in the boom-boom late-1990s, but well below the post-recession peak of 6.3% in June 2003.

The most rapid growth in the number of undocumented immigrants is occurring in states
like Arizona and North Carolina. So it’s notable
that these states boast jobless rates below the
national average. Arizona’s is 4.1%, down from
5.3% a year earlier. North Carolina’s has fallen
to 5% from 5.9% over the same period. And as
Mr. Passel explained in an interview, these migrants are not only responding to economic opportunity but also creating more of it once they
reach their destination.
“They go where the economy is strong because they want jobs,” said Mr. Passel. “As consumers they buy things like housing and clothes
and pay consumption-based taxes. And to the extent that they often live in enclaves, a lot of them
start businesses to serve other immigrants.”
Republicans hostile to immigration have
done an excellent job of obscuring these realities. That’s one reason President Bush’s guestworker plan has been buried in Congress, even
though it makes economic sense, and would help
drain a black-market labor swamp and reduce
the illegal activity that goes along with it. At the
very least, Mr. Passel’s study gives lie to the
claim that immigrants are somehow displacing
American workers and fettering our economy.
BLACK

ore proof of the integration of the
North American labor market comes
courtesy of a new report from the Pew
Hispanic Center, which says the nation’s illegal alien population rose to more than 10 million last year, a 23% increase since 2000.

The interesting question in all this
is why William Donaldson is willing
to brave the humiliation that will come
from defying Congress, the administration, and the views of much
of the industry he regulates.
None of his published arguments provides an answer,
since the rationale is so weak.
First, he sees the rule as a
supplement to the broker’s requirement to
effect “best execution” of a customer’s
order—that’s why he labels it the Best Price Rule—
but for the aforementioned reasons best execution is not synonymous with the best
price. And indeed, because of the difficulty
of determining what is
best execution for a particular investor, the SEC has
never used the trade-through rule to bring a best
execution case against a broker.
He also claims the rule will protect retail limit
orders—orders to buy or sell at a specific price—
from being bypassed. And perhaps it will, but at
the cost of market efficiency. The SEC’s own data
shows that trade-throughs—where a limit order
is bypassed in favor of an inferior price—are

Finally, Chairman Donaldson argues that the rule encourages the
placement of limit orders and thus
enhances liquidity. The implication is
that investors will not place limit orders without the protection of the
rule. Oddly, however, those who
place most of the limit orders and
most rely on the existence of market liquidity—institutional investors like Fidelity—oppose extending the rule. They argue
that the Nasdaq market, without a trade-through rule, is a
better market than the NYSE—
where the rule is now applicable.

may delay lifting its arms embargo on China,
in response to Beijing having so vividly demonstrated its non-peaceful intentions through this

By Jaushieh Joseph Wu
Ignoring pleas from the international community to think again, Beijing has struck a blow at
the heart of Taiwan’s freedoms and democracy.
Its recent enactment of an anti-separation law
(which China insists on calling an “anti-secession law”) threatening the use of “non-peaceful
means” if the island refuses to unify with China
undermines that most fundamental of freedoms—
the right to disagree.

Our securities markets serve
as one of the cornerstones for
President Bush’s vision of
an Ownership Society, a
program that will in
part reduce the role
of the government
in directing the
choices Americans
make about their
lives. How ironic it
would be if, in this
administration, the
SEC adopts a regulation that does the opposite, extending regulation
to Nasdaq—a market that is functioning well
without SEC intervention.
Mr. Wallison is a resident fellow at the American Enterprise Institute and a former general
counsel of the Treasury. Mr. Selway is managing
director of White Cap Trading.

Lunar New Year holiday. Taiwan continues to
seek closer cooperation with China over other
issues, ranging from cargo flights to currency
exchange, investment protection, tourism, repatriation of illegal immigrants and a joint effort
against cross-Strait crime.

China’s new ‘anti-secession’
law threatens peace in the
Taiwan Strait and beyond.
law. Ending the arms embargo would be a terrible mistake with serious ramifications for Taiwan, and the world at large. I welcome European leaders’ willingness to think again in the
light of the passage of this law, and urge them
to keep the embargo in place for as
long as China maintains its
present
aggressive
stance.
Even with the embargo still in place,
the military situation
is already deeply disturbing. Expenditure
on China’s armed
forces is expected to
increase by 12.6% this
year, the 11th consecutive year of rapid expansion. More than
700 short-range ballistic missiles are targeted against
Taiwan, together with a fleet of modern submarines and advanced jetfighters.
Despite these aggressive moves, Taiwan continues to pursue the path of peaceful dialogue. It is
our firm belief that the only way to defuse tension
is through goodwill gestures, dialogue and negotiations, conducted without any kind of preconditions.
That’s why the Taiwan government worked
hard to arrange the landmark charter flights
between China and Taiwan during the recent

The people of Taiwan do not always see eye to
eye on the future path of cross-Strait relations. A
small minority support unification with China,
while others want to see a formal declaration of
full independence. Most, however, simply want to
preserve the status quo, under which Taiwan already has its own popularly elected president and
parliament and a government that exercises exclusive jurisdiction over the territory it controls.
But, by passing this law amid scenes of cheering from Chinese army generals, Beijing is insisting that unification be the only path—regardless of
what the majority of Taiwan people want. That is
something that we, as a democracy, can never
accept. Whatever our disagreements, we are
united in defending the right to hold such divergent
views as one of the hallmarks of a vibrant democracy. As a democracy, we are also united in insisting that any decisions on the island’s status must
secure the consent of its 23 million inhabitants.
Like the rest of the world, we have seen what
happens when aggressive intentions are not
quickly nipped in the bud. Just remember the
high price that the U.S., assisted by its coalition
partners, had to pay for the international community’s failure to forestall Saddam Hussein’s
1990 invasion of Kuwait.
No one wants to see something similar happen again. That is why we are pleased to see
signs in recent days that the European Union

But such cooperation is only possible if China
agrees to negotiate. Taiwan’s efforts to defuse
tensions have been dealt a severe blow by the
anti-separation law, which gives China the right
to launch an attack under illusive conditions
that it alone is responsible for interpreting. That
amounts to handing a blank check to a rapidly
expanding People’s Liberation Army and injecting a new element of danger into an already
unstable cross-Strait situation.
That is why we need the
support of the international community before the situation deteriorates any further.
In addition to maintaining its arms embargo, the EU should
press China to reconsider its anti-separation law. The international community needs
to tell Beijing in no uncertain terms that
there is never any justification for resorting to “non-peaceful means”
against Taiwan.
Taiwan wants the international community to
know that it is willing to coexist peacefully with
China. But it takes two to tango and, in passing
the anti-separation law, China has committed a
disgraceful act which makes that task much
more difficult.
Mr. Wu is the chairman of Taiwan’s Mainland
Affairs Council.

The Darfur Genocide
sliced the legs out from under that sentiment
by opposing referral of the Darfur case to the
International Criminal Court, the ideal locus
for timely and cost-effective accountability.

By Don Cheadle
And John Prendergast
As we sat in a refugee camp in Chad listening
to Fatima describe how most of her family was
killed by Sudanese government-sponsored Janjaweed militias, we found it incomprehensible
that the world could not muster the political will
necessary to protect her surviving family members or to hold the killers accountable.
Since returning from our visit to Chad and
Darfur in late January, we have pored over the
rationales the U.S. government has used for its
tepid response, and have found no fewer than 10
lame excuses.
First, when former Secretary of State Colin
Powell famously called what was happening in
Darfur “genocide,” he said we were already doing all we could to counter it. In the
six months since he and President
Bush used the term, however, not
one punitive measure has been imposed on the orchestrator of the atrocities—the Sudanese regime. And as
the African Union (AU) struggles to
deploy 2,000 troops to Darfur, a region the size of France, the French
government recently announced that
it will deploy 41,000 police in Paris if
it is chosen as the Olympics site for
2012. Doing all we can?
Second, U.S. officials say that if
they pressure the regime any
harder, it would implode and the consequences would be grave. Graver
than what this administration has
called genocide? Regardless, this is
specious, as the regime is one of the
strongest governments in Africa and
in no danger of collapse.
Third, U.S. officials have said since the beginning of the Darfur war that they needed to first
focus on nailing a deal between the regime in
Khartoum and southern-based rebels, which
would in turn have immediate and positive impacts on the situation in Darfur. This approach
led Khartoum to delay signing until the beginning of this year; since then the situation in
Darfur has only deteriorated.
Fourth, the U.S. has repeatedly said, to its
credit, that justice must be done for the crimes
that have been committed in Darfur. But it has

Seventh, the U.S. and its fellow donor nations
focus mostly in their public statements on how
much emergency aid is being provided, not saying that these are just humanitarian band-aids
being applied over gaping human rights wounds.

chicken with Beijing and Moscow. The U.S. and
U.K. should press for a vote on a strong U.N. Resolution with real consequences and dare anyone to
support crimes against humanity by vetoing it.
Ninth, the U.S. has argued that constructive
engagement needs to be employed with Khartoum, rather than a punitive and isolationist approach. However, tough policy has a proven track
record with the Sudanese regime: In the 1990s,
the Security Council briefly punished Sudan for
its support of terrorism, and the regime quickly
changed its behavior. Despite this evidence the
Security Council has dithered over the past two
years to sanction the regime as the crisis in Darfur has intensified. This week’s move by the U.S.
to repackage a resolution it’s tabled since midFebruary will only delay action in Darfur further.
Tenth, and most insidiously, the U.S. is arguing that the circumstances in Darfur are actually getting better.
Facing increased incidences of
rape and pillage, continuing
aerial attacks, and, worst, a credible threat of famine, most Darfurians would beg to differ.
i
i
i
So what is the real reason why
the U.S. has not responded as it
should have? The truth is that
combating crimes against humanity is simply not considered a national security issue. We don’t
want to burn our leverage on
Sudan in the face of issues such
as Iraq, Iran and Syria.
The only antidote to this searing truth—the only way the U.S.
will take the kind of leadership
necessary to end the horrors for
Fatima and her people—is for there to be a political cost to inaction. As American citizens increasingly raise their voices and write their letters about Darfur, the temperature has indeed
risen. But not enough. We need to make it a little
warmer, a little more uncomfortable for those
politicians who would look away. Just a few more
degrees. Just a few more thousand letters. It is,
frankly, that simple.

Eighth, the U.S. often argues that it cannot do
more because China and Russia will veto more
potent multilateral action on Darfur. But no one
has tested this threat. It is time to play diplomatic

Mr. Cheadle was nominated for an Academy
Award for his performance in the film “Hotel
Rwanda.” Mr. Prendergast is an adviser to the
International Crisis Group (www.crisisgroup.org).

Enough excuses.
The time to act is now.
Fifth, the U.S. has said that the Darfurian
rebels, not the government, have recently been the
biggest obstacle to forward movement. Evidence
of continued government aerial bombing and Janjaweed raping has largely silenced this excuse.
Sixth, U.S. officials say the deployment of the
AU troops is all that is needed. But AU monitors
in Darfur themselves say they are largely spectators in the face of continuing atrocities, and

every Darfurian we talked to on the ground believes a much larger force with a much stronger
mandate is needed to truly protect civilians.
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yesterday’s Labor Department report that consumer prices rose 0.4% in February, the highest
rate in four months. That suggests that markets understand that the price indexes are looking through the rear-view mirror, while the
Fed’s intentions are a better indicator of actual
future prices.

rule then really allowed the investor to get the
best price? By dumbing down the choice to a
single
variable—price—the
tradethrough rule reduces the options of investors and undermines competition
among markets for the trading interest of investors.

Danger Strait Ahead

Great Expectations
hat a difference a little Federal Reserve determination makes. On Tuesday the Fed finally admitted that it has
been wrong in underestimating rising inflation
lo these many months and suggested that more
monetary tightening might well be in its future.

Extending the trade-through
rule to Nasdaq benefits no one.

Ismael Roldan

O

relatively rare events, occurring less than 2% of
the time. To prevent this from happening, however, the entire market would have to be funneled
to this 2%. It’s as though no one could buy eggs at
more than $1 a dozen, irrespective of quality,
until all the eggs at that price have been bought.
No wonder that the big retail discount brokers,
Schwab and Ameritrade—whose customers place
the limit orders that the rule is intended to protect—oppose the rule.

at $20? By the time that trade has been effected
the offer of $20.05 may be gone, and the new
market price for 10,000 shares is $20.10. Has the

By Peter J. Wallison
And Jamie Selway

David Klein

f all the opinions being expressed about clinical trial where he could get another investithe Terri Schiavo case, the hardest to un- gational therapy (Gleevec, since approved).
derstand is cynicism about the politics Who could disagree?
of Congressional intervention. Only phony “fedWell, a few bureaucratic MDs at the FDA
eralists” question Washington’s competence do. More specifically, one Richard Pazdur. He
on matters of fundais the current head of
mental rights. And
cancer drugs evaluaThe
scandal
of
giving
a
dying
whether you side with
tion at the FDA, and is
cancer patient a sugar pill.
Mrs. Schiavo’s parunfortunately a leadents or husband, it is
ing candidate for a
hard not to be impressed by the spectacle of the new position that would give him the power to
nation’s highest legislative body convening thwart the would-be revolution in biotech canover the fate of a single person.
cer treatments as well.
No, if our solons have exposed themselves to
Late last year we reported how Dr. Pazdur
criticism by taking up the Schiavo case, it had undermined—in fact, totally reversed—the
should be focused not on their motives but on meaning of guidelines issued by former Comtheir inconsistency and lack of proportion. To missioner Mark McClellan intended to speed up
wit: If Terri Schiavo deserves emergency fed- drug reviews. His latest attack on the concept of
eral intervention to save her life, people like Ki- accelerated approval has him demanding that
anna Karnes deserve it even more.
companies enroll patients in placebo-controlled
The 44-year-old Mrs. Karnes—mother of four “Phase 3” trials before submitting applications
and grandmother of one—is not brain-damaged. for very promising drugs that should be eligible
And the possibility (albeit remote, at this point) based on smaller “Phase 2” studies.
exists that she could return to a fully normal life.
A few years back, Dr. Pazdur was the agenBut she will almost cercy’s public face in explaining the rejection of
tainly die in the near future
Erbitux. That drug has since been approved
as long as the federal govand become a clinical hit. So has Eloxatin,
ernment continues to deny
which the FDA held up for years even after it
her treatment for the kidney
was approved in Europe but has since become
cancer that has by now
standard care for colon cancer here too.
spread throughout her body.
In almost all recent cases of FDA dawdling,
What makes Mrs. Karthe drugs are proving to be far more beneficial
nes’s predicament so dein practice than even the supposed “gold-stanpressing is that two differdard” of placebo trials would have ever sugent developmental drugs
gested. So could someone explain, again, what
have shown great promise
the benefit is of doing such trials? We’re not
for several years now
Kianna Karnes
suggesting Dr. Pazdur is some kind of ogre. But
against this once near-unhe seems to be more worried about letting drug
treatable disease. But not only has the Food companies get away with a so-called “race to
and Drug Administration not moved with dis- the bottom” on trial design than he is with getpatch to approve the drugs, it has begun impos- ting good drugs to patients. And it’s obvious
ing new testing requirements that make it all that he can’t (or won’t) be educated in modern
but impossible for their developers—Bayer and scientific and statistical methods that would alPfizer—to provide them to terminal patients on low drugs to be released sooner.
a “compassionate use” basis.
We’ve never understood why the Republican
The problem here is the FDA’s unethical— majority in Washington hasn’t been more acand let us stress, unscientific—insistence on tive on drug-approvals over the past four years.
gathering information about drugs by way of What better way to demonstrate compassionate
“blinded” placebo-controlled trials, in which a conservatism and commitment to a “culture of
subset of study patients are knowingly denied life”? Or to unite the free-market wing of the
the new treatment and in some cases denied ac- GOP with the social conservative one? Finally,
cess to any active treatment at all. This may be what better riposte to the left’s equation of supmoral with an antihistamine; it’s certainly not port for embryonic stem cell research with supwith treatments for a terminal disease. What’s port for medical progress?
more, it’s entirely unnecessary. We already
The solution should be non-controversial.
know what happens to most cancer patients We’re not talking about potential Vioxxes that
who don’t get treated. They die. We generally will be widely used by generally healthy peoknow, on average, how long that will take.
ple. We’re talking about treatments for dying
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